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Abstract

Genetic maps have been fundamental to building our understanding of disease
genetics and evolutionary processes. The gametes of an individual contain all of the
information required to perform a de novo chromosome-scale assembly of an
individual’s genome, which historically has been performed with populations and
pedigrees. Here, we discuss how single-cell gamete sequencing offers the potential
to merge the advantages of short-read sequencing with the ability to build
personalized genetic maps and open up an entirely new space in personalized
genetics.

Introduction
Reference genomes are valuable resources for biological research ranging from specific

gene function through to studying evolution. After decades of investment, the high-

quality human reference genome (GRCh38) has revolutionized clinical diagnostics.

However, the human genome still contains gaps and only recently has a telomere-to-

telomere assembly of a single human chromosome been within reach [1]. Nevertheless,

a reference genome does not represent the vast genetic variation between any two indi-

viduals. The aggregation of genetic variation from multiple genomes is available

through consortia (e.g., gnomAD), and graph genomes provide a useful way of inte-

grating structural variation and reference genomes. The current laboratory methods

used to assay genetic variation are often a combination of techniques such as bulk

short- and long-read sequencing, optical mapping, and cytogenetics. A complementary

tool for chromosome-scale assembly discussed here is the combination of accurate

short-read sequencing applied to nuclear DNA from single gametes. This review is

intended for a broad audience. Readers familiar with genetic linkage and genome

assembly may wish to advance to the “Platforms for constructing iMaps—proof of

principle and opportunities” section.

High-throughput DNA sequencing has made genome assembly more accessible;

however, fragmented DNA sequences still need to be assembled into highly contiguous

chromosomal sequences. Genome assembly has historically required a dense genetic

map to anchor and orient short DNA sequences onto larger chromosome-scale
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fragments. A genetic map is an ordering and spacing of loci (identified by markers) on

a chromosome map (Fig. 1a) [2]. Genetic maps can be built for sexually reproducing

species due to chromosome reshuffling in a process called meiosis. Meiosis serves two

purposes: (1) the generation of haploid gametes, sperm, and eggs and (2) the genetic di-

versification of gametes, by chromosome segregation and meiotic crossovers (Fig. 1b).

Meiotic crossovers (COs) are large reciprocal exchanges of genetic material between

homologous chromosomes, which generate unique combinations of alleles [3]. Cross-

over frequencies between linked markers are used to calculate genetic distances, mea-

sured in centiMorgans, which enable marker ordering at a fine scale. Historically,

genetic maps preceded physical chromosome maps, and physical sequence was an-

chored to its appropriate position on a genetic map. However, high-throughput sequen-

cing revolutionized the analysis of genomes by generating orders of magnitude

more data at a reasonable cost. In turn, marker density increased in line with sequen-

cing capabilities rapidly changing how researchers assemble genomes. More recent ad-

vances in genome assembly include optical mapping, long-read technologies, strand-

seq, and software capable of managing the assembly of large repetitive genomes [4–7].

A flow-on effect from the construction of marker-dense physical maps and genetic

Fig. 1 Meiosis and linkage. a Meiosis involves two rounds of cell divisions following DNA replication. In the
first division, meiosis I, homologous chromosomes pair for crossover formation, creating a physical link
(chiasmata), to exchange some genetic material and resulting in two haploid cells that have half the
number of chromosomes as the original cell. Meiosis II occurs when the sister chromatids segregate to
generate four genetically unique gametes (sperm or egg). b Comparison of genetic, cytological, and
physical maps, all of which characterize genetic markers. A genetic map is based on the frequency of co-
segregation of linked markers. A cytological map can be constructed by labeling certain DNA markers or
particular staining methods. cM, centiMorgan; Mbp, megabase base pair of DNA. c An iMap with an
inversion does not alter the DNA sequence but changes the linear ordering of markers. Translocation as a
result of chromosome breakage and fusion affects crossover formation and changes the marker distance
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maps was an increased capacity to research the non-random distribution of crossovers

throughout the human and mouse genomes [8–10].

Genetic map variation between individuals: a motivation for personalized
genetic maps
Genetic maps are population averages and, if personalized, would differ between any

two individuals. These differences can be attributed to two reasons, both of which are

challenging to assay: (1) there is structural variation between their chromosomes, and

(2) the crossover distributions in their gametes differ due to genetic regulation.

Crossover hotspot localization

The distribution of crossovers is not homogeneous across chromosomes, equally when

considering a chromosome arm, or focusing down to a scale of hundreds of nucleo-

tides. Research into the heterogeneity of crossover distributions led to the remarkable

independent discoveries of PRDM9 as a major determinant of crossover hotspots in

humans and mice. Different alleles of PRDM9, and the 13-mer to which it binds to ini-

tiate meiotic recombination, can explain a significant portion (~ 40%) of crossover hot-

spot localization in the genome when comparing across populations [11–17]. Further

studies have continued to dissect the variation in crossover distributions down to the

level of interpersonal heterogeneity [17–21].

Heterochiasmy

Differences in crossover distributions also exist between males and females [12, 22, 23]

and even male and female organs of hermaphrodite plants [24]. In addition, clusters of

sex-specific recombination hotspots were found in different regions of the human gen-

ome [12, 21, 25, 26]. Male recombination occurs more frequently in exons of genes and

telomeric regions, whereas in females, a higher proportion of crossovers occurs be-

tween genes and in promoter regions [12, 21]. Further, other factors play a role such as

survivor bias. For example, children from older mothers have higher crossover rates

compared to those from younger mothers, consistent with the idea that “extra” cross-

overs promote the retention of bivalents, and in turn protect against non-disjunction

[27]. This is an area of research that would benefit from improved tools to study inter-

individual crossover variation.

Genomic structural variation

Structural variation (SV) is by definition a variation in the marker ordering of a genetic

and physical map (Fig. 1c). SVs are genomic alterations that can range from

chromosome-scale alterations down to smaller inversions, duplications, insertions, dele-

tions, and translocations. Historically, chromosomal-scale SVs have been detected with

cytogenetic approaches and can still only be visualized when multiple megabases in

size. An orthogonal approach to detect SV, such as inversions, by measuring crossovers

is possible by observing changes in marker linkage that can only be resolved through a

reordering of markers. However, advances in high-throughput sequencing and compu-

tational methods are improving detection and breakpoint resolution [28].
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The minimum size of an SV is arbitrary sometimes referring to alterations > 50 bp,

but SVs are prevalent between any two individuals in the size ranges of hundreds of

base pairs to multi-megabase scale [29–33]. One of the most comprehensive lists cur-

rently available of SVs identified in healthy humans has been obtained by combining

several modern sequencing technologies to phase assembly of human genomes de

novo, identifying > 27,000 SVs and > 150 inversions per genome [34].

Even with current short- and long-read sequencing technologies, SV detection is

challenging above 100 kb [34, 35]. For example, inversions remain difficult to identify

as inversion breakpoints typically reside in large repetitive regions and suppress cross-

overs, which are needed for their detection [34].

Different technologies generate datasets that offer different advantages in SV detec-

tion. Short-read sequencing has high single-nucleotide accuracy but lower sensitivity

and higher false-positive rate in detecting SVs due to PCR amplification and low mapp-

ability to large repetitive sequences owing to shorter read lengths [34, 36]. Long-read

technologies can partially overcome the shortcomings of investigating SVs using short-

read sequencing thanks to their ability to span much longer sequences (up to 2Mb)

[37, 38]. The higher nucleotide error rate relative to short-read platforms has been a

barrier for the adoption of long-read platforms for certain applications, but recent im-

provements in accuracy suggest a prominent role for long-read sequencing in calling

SVs into the future [38–41].

Understanding the patterns and distribution of structural variation can facilitate ap-

propriate interpretation of clinical diagnostic testing data for clinical applications and,

more broadly, improve disease gene mapping. We speculate that haplotype-resolved

individual or “personalized” genomes will become more clinically relevant and useful as

the connection between SV and health advances to a point comparable to where gene

function and disease is today.

The iMap

In eukaryotes, the number of crossovers is low per meiosis; therefore, large numbers of

sequenced gametes are required to create a high-density genetic map. Single-cell se-

quencing enables the analysis of many thousands of genetically unique gametes from

one person to generate an individual genetic map, which we term an iMap. The iMap

overcomes the challenge of genotyping many human families with few offspring (Fig. 2).

The potential benefits of being able to construct an iMap in any sexually reproducing

species are significant. For human research, it will facilitate the detection of structural

variation in challenging size ranges between average long-read lengths and cytogenetic

resolution, e.g., 50 kb to 3 Mbp. The iMap could therefore be used as a complementary

tool for genome completion and gap closing. The advantage of the iMap approach can

be the capacity to assay tens of thousands of samples from one individual, and likely

more as sequencing costs come down. Therefore, genomic regions that have extremely

low crossover rates, e.g., centromeric regions, will still be challenging to assemble, but

by assaying many gametes, researchers can increase the probability of finding the de-

sired recombinants to assist with gap closing. Beyond human research, with common

laboratory animals, the ethical implications are positive as a genetic map can be built

from one animal rather than thousands. This approach will also reduce animal housing
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costs. Further, for exotic and endangered species, we speculate that these technologies

will eventually bring benefits such as rapid de novo genetic map construction.

As chromosome numbers and ploidy increase, so too does the difficulty of finding

linked markers for the construction of a genetic map. Gamete-derived iMaps offer a

valuable component in the genome assembly toolkit. An important proof of concept

with apricot used a droplet encapsulation technique to sequence haploid gametes [42].

Using 445 gametes, SNPs were phased using genetic linkage. Next, bulk long-read se-

quences were mapped to their matching haplotypes. A number of orthogonal ap-

proaches verified that an accurate de novo genome assembly had been generated. We

believe that such an approach should assist consortia that sequence large, complex, and

economically important genomes such as the 17-Gb allohexaploid bread wheat with 42

chromosomes [43–47]. Finally, the same apricot haploid short-read dataset also de-

tected non-allelic meiotic crossovers at low frequencies, which opens up useful future

fertility-related applications in individuals of all species. Short-read technologies alone

cannot accurately detect and assemble the genome of species with high levels of dupli-

cations, and therefore, genome assembly requires an integrated approach.

Platforms for constructing iMaps—proof of principle and opportunities
Single-cell technologies are advancing rapidly and can provide finer resolution meas-

urement of cellular and molecular features of biological systems compared to bulk

sequencing [48]. This technological advance has created opportunities for sequencing

individual gametes at a large scale, which in turn allows the construction of iMaps.

Human males, for example, can provide > 107 spermatozoa [49] that can be collected

non-invasively. Single-gamete sequencing studies that measure meiotic crossovers have

emerged in the last decade [17–20, 50, 51]. We predict that this field will grow in the

coming years with the increasing accessibility of the tools for single-cell isolation and

sequencing that we review below.

Sequencing single gametes is challenging due to the limitation of one copy of any

given sequence per cell. Nevertheless, several methods exist for whole-genome amplifi-

cation (WGA) of DNA from single cells that have been successfully applied for single-

gamete sequencing and detection of crossovers. These methods include degenerate

oligonucleotide primed polymerase chain reaction (DOP-PCR [52]), multiple displace-

ment amplification (MDA [53]), multiple annealing and looping-based amplification

Fig. 2 Pedigree-based maps and iMaps. Genetic maps can be constructed de novo using pedigree data.
Personalized genetic maps can be inferred from gamete-derived sequence data
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cycles (MALBAC [54]), and, most recently, a method using RNA random priming [17].

Comparisons of amplification methods have been covered already [55, 56]. Here, we

focus on potential applications of these methods for iMap construction that can be

broadly grouped into plate-based or bead-based approaches and those that do or do

not require amplification steps before library construction (Fig. 3). Further, we discuss

the strengths and limitations of the different platforms (Table 1).

Plate-based gamete isolation methods

Multiple displacement amplification

Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) is an isothermal, strand-displacement amp-

lification method that can provide more uniform amplification across the genome com-

pared to PCR-based WGA methods [53] and was first applied to single-cell sequencing

more than 15 years ago [57, 58]. MDA was integrated into a microfluidic device to cap-

ture single sperm cells and conduct whole-genome amplification of haploid genomes in

parallel which, combined with multiplexing, can then be used for single-cell whole-

genome sequencing [19]. By integrating MDA in the microfluidic device, the contamin-

ation and amplification-induced error rate were reduced compared to the original

MDA method [19]. Crossover events and chromosome-level deletions could be de-

tected in the 91 sperm amplification products produced, resulting in a personal recom-

bination map that aligned well with averaged population map results [12, 59] while also

revealing some individual-specific differences such as sub-telomeric and short-arm

crossover frequencies.

Multiple annealing and looping-based amplification cycles

Multiple annealing and looping-based amplification cycles (MALBAC) for single-cell

amplification further reduced amplification bias compared to MDA by introducing a

quasi-linear pre-amplification step [54]. MALBAC has been used for haploid genome

amplification and investigation of crossover distribution of an Asian donor through

analyzing 99 sperm cells by first phasing the donor’s genome and then identifying

crossovers in the sperm cells [18]. On average, 26 crossovers per sperm cell were iden-

tified, which is broadly consistent with population-scale average crossover estimates

[22, 27] and cytological markers of crossovers per male meiosis [60, 61]. Crossover

breakpoint locations could be identified with higher resolution using MALBAC rather

than MDA. Aneupoid autosomes were found to have a significantly reduced crossover

rate, but the same trend was not observed for aneuploid sex chromosomes [18]. A simi-

lar MALBAC approach to sequence individual sperm was used in a bull and compared

to pedigree data from the same animal [62]. Good agreement in crossover distributions

was observed speaking to the robustness of the iMap approach.

Whole-genome amplification via RNA random priming

RNA random priming has recently been proposed as a new method for linear whole-

genome amplification in single sperm cells [17]. This method enables near-uniform

genome coverage and further improves the resolution of detected crossovers relative to

earlier methods [18, 19]. Whole genomes of 217 sperm cells from an F1 hybrid mouse

(C57BL/6J X CAST/EiJ) with heterozygous Prdm9 alleles (human/mouse) were
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sequenced, in combination with multiple molecular assays, to study factors that influ-

ence whether meiotic double-strand breaks (DSB) will be resolved as crossovers or

non-crossovers. These data were used to assay crossover distributions of an individual

in relation to chromosomal features, such as Prdm9 binding sites, distance from

telomere, and local sequence GC content.

Key applications for plate-based platforms

Plate-based platforms offer lower throughput compared to bead-based platforms but

allow a higher depth of coverage per cell and generally greater flexibility. Oocyte se-

quencing is one of the key applications for which plate-based platforms are appropriate

Fig. 3 Representation of plate- and droplet-based methods for isolating and sequencing gametes and in
silico map construction pipeline. a Schematic representation of plate- and bead-based approaches for
profiling gametes. Gametes collected from a donor can be processed through plate-based methods; the
single gamete is projected to individual compartments, and DNA amplification is carried out within each
chamber for each gamete that can further be used for genotyping using SNP array or DNA sequencing.
Bead-based methods either encapsulate single gametes or HMW DNA in a droplet with beads that contain
a barcode. Pooled barcode-tagged reads are sequenced in parallel and provide gamete sources or HMW
DNA sources. b General pipeline for crossover detection for individuals using gamete-based data. Reads
from multiple gametes are aggregated for hetSNP identification. hetSNPs are phased based on SNP co-
appearance in gametes. Genotypes of gametes and phased hetSNPs are used for constructing haplotypes
of gametes that can be further used for crossover detection. c Illustration of marker ordering for an
individual which shows different ordering and distancing from the reference genetic map
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given the low number of gametes that can be obtained from an individual. The oocyte

pronucleus genomes were inferred by sequencing the first and second polar bodies, and

the personalized female genetic map constructed was highly concordant with

population-derived genetic maps (i.e., HapMap and deCODE) [50, 51]. For the first

time, a personalized X chromosome recombination rate was estimated by sequencing,

with the result (1.01–1.18 crossovers per meiosis) proving to be similar to crossover

rate estimates for autosomes. Reduced crossover frequency in regions near transcrip-

tion start sites was also observed, as well as reduced crossovers in aneuploid oocytes

[18, 51], although the interpretation of these results must be tempered by the possibility

of detection artifacts. The high genome coverage obtained with this plate-based ap-

proach enables detection of maternally derived aneuploidies and disease-associated

single-nucleotide variants, which can aid in preimplantation genetic screening for

healthy egg selection.

Bead-based gamete isolation methods

Droplet encapsulation

A recently proposed method, Sperm-seq, can simultaneously sequence thousands of

sperm genomes by encapsulating individual sperm cells in droplets using an integration

of 10X Genomics and Drop-seq technologies [20]. With this approach, 31,228 sperm

cells from 20 male human donors were collected and sequenced. Recombination rates

in each sperm cell were estimated and then used to quantify genome-wide recombin-

ation frequencies for each donor individual. This study has by far the largest gamete

sample size in profiling thousands of single sperm cells in parallel per donor, compared

to previous studies that sequenced 100–200 sperm cells per donor. The large number

of sperm cells analyzed from each single donor improves precision for the donor-

specific crossover rate estimation.

Table 1 A comparison of the strengths and limitations of different methods for assaying
crossovers. The assumptions used to build the table are the following: A male mouse would be
used to obtain sperm. The mouse genome is approximately 2.5 Gbp, and generation times require
12 weeks. In bead-based single-cell experiments, 1000 gametes are captured and sequenced. 1×
genome coverage is used in all sequence-based experiments. Representative costs have been used
from experiments in our laboratories, or appropriate quotes, and are intended as a guide only.
Costs are only for reagents and sequencing. Costs are not included for wet-lab and bioinformatics
researchers, animal housing costs, and equipment.
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Linked-reads sequencing

High-molecular weight (HMW) DNA molecules (~ 50 kb) can be fragmented, tagged,

and computationally assembled by linked reads sequencing, which assists in haplotype

phasing [63]. In the 10X Genomics system, HMW DNA molecules are partitioned and

encapsulated in an emulsion droplet with barcodes attached to gel beads. Within each

droplet, the HMW DNA is fragmented and barcoded (Fig. 3). Short-read sequencing

can be used to sequence the barcoded DNA molecules as standard, and the barcode in-

formation can be exploited to assemble the long molecule [63–65]. Linked reads tech-

nology offers opportunities to measure crossover frequencies as demonstrated in mice,

fish, and plants by pooling haploid genomes to detect recombinant molecules [64, 65].

The crossovers cannot be resolved at single gamete resolution but still could be used to

measure crossover rates for the reconstruction of the linear order of genetic markers

for an individual. Measuring crossover frequency in live progeny, e.g., F2 mice, or a

droplet with a high-molecular weight molecule, e.g., from an F1 mouse, is fundamen-

tally the same in that for a heterozygous region, some progeny (or high-molecular

weight molecules) will be “parental” and some will be “recombinant.” The fraction

which are recombinant can be used with a mapping function to calculate the centi-

Morgan distance between markers. The principles that Sturtevant used to order more

than two markers on the same chromosome can be equally applied with high-

molecular weight read recombination fractions. While the computational complexity is

drastically larger when ordering hundreds of thousands of markers, the same principles

apply.

Challenges and opportunities

Bead-based methods all face the challenge of identifying and removing the effects of

doublets, where two or more single cells (or DNA molecules, depending on the plat-

form) are captured in the same physical droplet, and thus, the reads generated are

tagged with the same barcode. In such cases, we no longer obtain single-cell informa-

tion. A number of methods exist for doublet detection in droplet-based single-cell se-

quencing experiments [66–70]. In the construction of iMaps, unidentified doublets

could cause false-positive crossover events to be called. However, unlike in most

droplet-based single-cell applications, doublets in gamete sequencing do not necessarily

mean that the corresponding barcodes (and cells that they represent) need to be dis-

carded. Doublets can be identified for single-cell methods by metrics like heterozygosity

(which is not expected when sequencing single haploid cells) and read number (more

reads for a barcode are observed than would be expected for a single cell). For linked-

read methods, the constructed DNA molecule size, coupled with the read number per

constructed molecule, provides an indicator of doublet probability (for linked reads se-

quencing when two different HMW molecules, from adjacent genomic regions, are

tagged with the same barcode and are incorrectly constructed as one continuous DNA

molecule). While it is important to identify doublets in order to use the appropriate

analysis tools, it is still possible to identify crossovers with doublet data.

While plate-based methods are less likely to generate doublets, bead-based methods

are more readily applicable for large-scale studies owing to their suitability for batch

processing of thousands to tens of thousands of cells in parallel. However, plate-based
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approaches offer more flexibility in adapting or optimizing experimental protocols as

single cells are separated into wells. Thus, plate-based platforms offer greater opportun-

ities for increasing sensitivity in molecule capture and, all else being equal, typically

produce richer, higher-information data per cell.

The cost of whole-genome sequencing remains a challenge when profiling a large set

of gametes. The potential of combining targeted sequencing, where only DNA regions

of interest are amplified, with bead-based methods may enhance efficiency in detecting

crossovers and reducing sequencing cost (Table 1). With continuing, rapid techno-

logical development in this field, deciding on the most efficient technology to detect

crossovers in haploid cells and the sequencing depth required remain as open ques-

tions. With future improvements to sequencing depth and resolution, it may be pos-

sible to detect gene conversion events, which would be beneficial for crossover hotspot

research. Specific experimental protocols and kits are in a constant state of flux as com-

mercial solutions appear and disappear based on unpredictable market realities. There-

fore, researchers may need to survey their options anew when undertaking studies such

as those proposed here and may wish to consider the longevity and reliability of the

access to the kits along with other technical features when choosing a platform for

iMap data generation.

Statistical inference and computational tools used in estimating crossover
rates for building personalized genetic maps
Statistical inference methods are required to construct genetic maps from large datasets

that identify crossovers. Here, we describe common statistical concepts that apply to

the inference of crossover events from data collected from pedigree, population-level,

and now individual-level single-gamete data.

In all natural populations, the observed linkage disequilibrium (LD) of alleles is shaped

by generations of mutation and recombination, with specific LD patterns depending on

the underlying sample characteristics. Building a genetic map from family- or pedigree-

based cohorts takes advantage of co-segregation patterns of alleles across a known num-

ber of generations in families [12, 22, 71–73]. Coalescent-based statistical methods remain

the method-of-choice for modeling the stochastic processes that make up population gen-

etic histories and can incorporate estimation of population crossover rate [59, 74–76].

These methods provide either a population-averaged or a family-based estimation of

crossover rates that cannot resolve a genetic map for each individual.

Here, we focus on gamete-based analysis pipelines that can be adopted for constructing

personalized genomic structures from (single) gamete sequencing datasets, which will con-

tinue to accumulate with high-throughput sequencing and the advancement of single-cell se-

quencing methods (Platforms for constructing iMaps—proof of principle and opportunities).

General pipeline

Construction of individual genetic maps from gametes starts with phasing the donor’s

genome, that is defining the two haplotypes of the diploid donor genome. Crossover

detection and genetic map construction based on crossover rate estimation can then

follow.
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Phasing

In some cases, the genome or genotype phase can be directly obtained from high-

quality maternal and paternal reference genomes, such as when analyzing data from an

F1 hybrid of two inbred strains that each have a genome assembly or known genotypes

available [17, 64]. Otherwise, additional experiments such as deep sequencing of germ-

line DNA samples can be conducted for phasing donor genomes.

In fact, the gametes’ haploid genomes contain sufficient information about the do-

nor’s genome for haplotype reconstruction. Thus, especially when many gametes are

collected, genotypes called from gametes can be aggregated to infer the phase of the

donor [20, 51, 65, 77] (Fig. 3). To phase the donor genome, the first step is finding the

hetSNPs (heterozygous SNP loci that differ between the maternal and paternal homolo-

gous chromosomes) in the donor’s genome by aligning DNA reads pooled from gam-

etes to a reference genome and calling genotypes [51, 65]. The linkage of SNPs in each

gamete is used for phasing the donor, that is the hetSNP genotypes that appear in the

same gamete more often than expected by chance are inferred to lie on the same haplo-

type [18, 51]. The observation of genotypes in each gamete’s haploid genome is analo-

gous to sequencing long fragments of (recombinant) chromosomes from the donor.

Therefore, long fragment-based phasing tools can be applied to infer the phased gen-

ome for the individual [20, 65, 78, 79]. It is worth noting that iMap construction—like

all genetic map construction—is most useful for genomic regions of heterozygosity.

Crossover detection

With genome phase of the donor known and called genotypes of hetSNPs in each gam-

ete (or reconstructed DNA molecule), crossovers are inferred by detecting haplotype

shifts along a chromosome from the gamete’s hetSNP genotypes or counting the num-

ber of recombinant DNA molecules (in the case of linked-reads sequencing). The fol-

lowing section focuses on how a haplotype shift can be detected—and therefore

crossovers called—using a hidden Markov model (HMM; Fig. 4), a statistical model

frequently applied in the analysis of genomic sequence data.

Hidden Markov Model HMM approaches are commonly used in crossover detection

due to the sequential nature of chromosomes [17, 80]. In the context of crossover infer-

ence, we want to know the true haplotypes of hetSNPs, which are modeled as hidden

states, meaning that they are not directly observed but must be inferred. Instead of the

true haplotypes, we observe the genotypes called at each hetSNP or, even more funda-

mentally, the sequencing reads overlapping hetSNPs that provide evidence for the allele

inherited from one or the other parent (Fig. 4). Through modeling the transition be-

tween haplotype states and the probability of the observed data, the most probable state

sequence can be derived, from which the crossovers are inferred. Crossover hotspots

are located in various positions across the genome, which implies different crossover

rates and hence transition probabilities between states. However, a homogeneous tran-

sition probability is often used in HMMs for crossover detection, because within one

meiosis, the crossover detection should be driven by observed data instead of guided by

prior hotspot localization knowledge. Aggregating crossover positions found in each
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meiosis leads to the identification of hotspots within an individual and across

populations.

Genetic distance and map construction

The genetic distance (in units of centiMorgans) measures the likelihood of a crossover

occurring between two markers and are computed based on the observed crossover

rate. For short intervals between markers, where the recombination frequency is low,

the genetic distances tend to be close to the raw crossover rate estimated. For larger

crossover rates (observed recombination fraction > 0.1), mapping functions such as

Haldane or Kosambi (see Glossary), constructed with different assumptions on cross-

over interference, are usually applied to adjust the larger crossover rates to additive

genetic distance units. Even with the availability of dense marker sets in well-studied

organisms, including humans, runs of homozygosity may lead to large enough marker

intervals that mapping functions remain relevant for computing genetic distances from

estimated crossover rates. Genetic distances measured from querying gametes pro-

duced from an individual lead to the construction of an iMap.

Challenges and opportunities

Comparing genetic maps

To facilitate comparisons of genetic maps, genetic distances can be computed using a

window-based approach, which bins chromosomes by genomic positions (using, e.g., 1

Mb interval bins) and calculates crossover frequency per bin [17, 18]. Correlation ana-

lysis among individual genetic maps or with a reference genetic map such as HapMap

can be performed across the binned windows. However, the window size and the

marker densities in different studies affect the comparisons and need to be managed

Fig. 4 Statistical methods for crossover detection using a hidden Markov model. a The true haplotypes of
the markers (h1, h2) are unknown, and the transitions between haplotype states are modeled by a hidden
Markov model. The genotypes are observed from data and are controlled via an emission model b.
Integrating information from the observed data, the transition model, and emission model, the most likely
true haplotype sequence is inferred. b Example of a missing markers in Gamete 2 and Gamete 4. In Gamete
4 missing data for marker m4 creates ambiguity in crossover identification. Statistical inference methods can
be used to probabilistically assign crossovers to the subinterval where information is missing
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carefully. Different window sizes may be tried to identify crossover events with higher

or lower resolution. Larger window sizes will enable more stable identification of the

haplotype but reduce the precision of inferred crossover locations. Higher marker dens-

ity and deeper read coverage allow the use of smaller window sizes. Downsampling

analysis can be helpful in making sure the marker densities are at the same scale across

all samples [20]. Inter-individual differences in meiotic crossover landscapes can be re-

vealed by crossover density plots that plot distributions of crossover locations along

chromosomes for all individuals. Statistical tests for differences in distributions of the

number of crossovers detected per gamete within individuals can also be applied. Such

tests can be used to test the effects of specific factors that may influence variation in in-

dividual genetic maps. Bootstrapping and permutation testing approaches are useful

where assumptions required for standard statistical estimators are not met, for ex-

ample, when comparing total genetic map lengths or evidence for crossover interfer-

ence between experimental groups. In addition, individualized crossover interference

can be analyzed and compared within individuals [20].

Missing markers

Marker-based crossover frequency estimation for each gamete faces the problem of

missing markers in which some marker information may be missing from the under-

lying gamete (Fig. 4b), due to lack of reads or other factors. As in pedigree-based stud-

ies [12, 21], statistical inference can be used to improve the estimation of crossovers in

marker intervals for single-gamete-based datasets.

When the observed crossover can only be assigned to a large marker interval (Fig. 4b,

gamete 4, m3-m5) because information from markers (i.e., m4) within the interval is

missing, a simple approach attributes the observed crossover to all the constituent in-

tervals (m3-m4, m4-m5) within it evenly, or proportionally based on intervals’ physical

sizes. A more sophisticated approach adopts the EM (expectation-maximization) algo-

rithm which is a statistical algorithm for dealing with incomplete data with unobserved

latent variables [81]. The EM algorithm uses information about crossover frequencies

in sub-intervals from other samples for increased precision of crossover rate estimation

when marker data is missing. It can be used to find the expected number of crossover

events happening in each interval with some markers missing in certain meioses [12]

(Fig. 4).

To infer the expected number of crossover events in each sub-interval and refine the

estimation of crossover rates (for example, Fig. 4b, in gamete 4, m3-m4, m4-m5), the

EM algorithm starts with an initial guess and updates the crossover membership prob-

abilities to the sub-intervals iteratively. In each iteration, the crossover membership

probabilities are updated based on crossover rates estimated from the previous step,

and the crossover rates are updated with newly assigned crossover membership prob-

abilities. When the estimates converge, that is show little change after some minimum

number of iterations, the final estimates are obtained.

Another class of statistical inference methods uses simulation or sampling-based

solutions that generate random samples from the desired distribution [21, 82]. For in-

stance, a hierarchical model which assumed a Poisson distribution for crossover counts

within each interval and a Gamma distribution for crossover frequencies for each
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interval has been used [21]. Estimation of refined crossover rates for marker intervals

was achieved by implementing a Markov chain Monte Carlo-based approach (Gibbs

sampler) that samples from the conditional distributions of relevant parameters.

EM- and MCMC-based methods both assume that individual meioses under analysis

(assayed from gametes or whole organisms) share similar crossover positions along the

list of markers. If the individual meioses are believed to have heterogeneous crossover

landscapes, then these methods either should not be applied or, with caution, should

be applied separately to sub-groups with similar expected landscapes.

Conclusion and future perspectives
Genetic maps have provided a solid foundation for twenty-first century genome biol-

ogy. The future of personalized genomics likely is a combination of long-read sequen-

cing methods with specialized DNA library preparation methods (e.g., linked-reads,

strand-seq, Hi-C, optical mapping), and short-read sequencing techniques that can pro-

vide accurate genotyping and reveal long-range chromosome-scale information. We be-

lieve that high-throughput sequencing of gametes offers a tool that can complement

some of the limitations of other sequencing technologies. For example, iMaps may aid

in patient screening for individuals who are at increased risk of having a pregnancy

with an unbalanced genomic complement, and building personal genetic maps with

higher physical resolution will help to accurately identify SVs. In addition, single-

gamete sequencing could facilitate de novo genome assembly particularly for rare and

endangered species.
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Glossary

Bulk sequencing The sequencing of a pool of nuclear DNA from many cells belonging to an individual.

centiMorgan A map unit for measuring recombination to infer relative distances between linked markers.

Crossover Large reciprocal exchanges of DNA between homologous chromosomes which
produce recombinant chromatids. Crossovers are required for the correct segregation of
chromosomes during meiosis.

Crossover interference A biological phenomenon where one meiotic crossover reduces the probability of a
crossover at an adjacent internal, in the same meiosis, in a distance-dependent manner.

DNA double-strand break
(DSB)

Programmed DNA double-strand breaks are formed to initiate homologous recombination
in meiosis I and are essential to make crossovers.

Genetic distance A measure of the likelihood of a crossover occurring between two genetic markers. The
smaller the genetic distance between markers, the more likely they will be inherited
together.
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(Continued)

Genome-wide association
study

An approach to link genetic variants with traits.

Haplotype A group of alleles that tend to segregate together and are inherited from one parent.

Heterochiasmy Difference in the frequency and location of crossovers occurring between sexes of the
same species.

Hidden Markov model Markov process models random system where the future is independent of the past
given the current status. Hidden Markov model applies to systems with Markov
property, with unobservable (hidden) variable. It consists of two layers of stochastic
processes including Markovian transitions between hidden states (transition model)
along sequential time steps and the distribution of observable data (emission model)
over hidden states.

Individual genetic map
(iMap)

The genetic map derived from an individual’s gametes.

Mapping functions Haldane, cM = − 0.5 × ln(1 − 2r) × 100
Kosambi, cM = 0.25 × ln ((1 + 2r)/(1 − 2r)) × 100
r is the recombination fraction.
The Haldane mapping function adds mathematical adjustments to the recombination
fraction. It assumes that crossover events are random and independent along the
chromosome, and the number of crossover events between two loci follows a Poisson
distribution. Haldane’s mapping function adjusts underestimated crossover rate in larger
intervals that are likely to have unobserved even number of crossovers.
Kosambi’s mapping function was derived based on Haldane’s and takes consideration
of crossover interference.

Markers Polymorphic DNA sequences that are located at known positions in the genome and
used as genetic features to distinguish sequences between people/populations.

Markov chain A stochastic system which models the transitioning among states. The probability of
transitioning to any particular state is dependent solely on the current state and time
elapsed.

Non-crossover A type of homologous recombination used in the repair of DNA double-strand breaks,
which does not result in a crossover. The repair between two homologs is non-
reciprocal.

Physical distance An absolute measure of DNA length in nucleotide base pairs.

Quantitative trait locus (QTL) A genomic region that contributes to a trait of interest. QTL mapping often aims to
identify the gene that controls the measurable trait.

Single-cell sequencing The sequencing of nucleic acids from an individual cell using optimized short-read se-
quencing technology. Sequencing single gametes of an individual overcomes the ne-
cessity of recruiting thousands of family trios to generate a reference genetic map that
is not a representation of any individual.

Single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP)

Alteration of a single nucleotide at a specific position in the genome that is present in a
large fraction of the population.

Structural variation (SV) Large genomic alterations, which can include inversions, duplications, translocations,
insertions, and deletions. The minimum size is arbitrary, but in this review, SV refers to
events > 50 kb unless specified otherwise.
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